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Rotary Club of Belleville – Service Above Self
Thank you, Belleville Rotarian and Past President Kristin
Crowe and her team at Alarm Systems for stepping up to
make things better during the
pandemic.
As an essential service, they live and breathe the daily
worry of keeping all of their employees safe and
healthy during the COVID-19 pandemic, Kristin and her
team have worked together with partners in their
industry to bring valuable solutions to our
Communities. These offerings could minimize health risks in our work
environment(s), today and in the future.
They have participated in the
QHBA parade and fundraiser for
frontline workers, are promoting
the support of small locally owned
businesses, are actually supporting small locally owned businesses and connecting
people with the support they are seeking to help them make it through this crazy
pandemic.
Elevated Body Temperature Detection: Hikvision thermal cameras are ideal for
locations that have multiple people entering with no form of electronic access
control. Examples are hospitals, medical offices, grocery stores, educational
facilities, shopping centres and big box stores.
These cameras have high temperature accuracy that can help detect elevated
body temperatures which may indicate the presence of a fever and would trigger
the need for additional screening BEFORE that person entered your facility.
Contactless Entry & Elevated Body Temperature Detection: WatchNet readers
are ideal for facilities that already have electronic access control on their
entrance. Examples are food processing plants, manufacturing facilities, or any
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essential business that needs to remain functional. This is a 3D facial recognition
reader with skin temperature sensor. This device can automatically deny entry if
someone has an elevated temperature reading.
In addition to the above, their traditional PERS, Personal Emergency Response
System is a product suited for those looking to remain independent in their own
home. This product is in demand now more than ever for people living on their
own, particularly the elderly and at-risk individuals as the pandemic has created
even further isolation. This device connects the customer to potentially life-saving
assistance with the press of a button.

